Abstract. The object of this paper is to obtain the necessary and sufficient conditions characterizing the class (V^, V^-) r eg of infinite matrices and to determine a class of (Vp, V<r)reg-matrices for which q a (Ax) < q^ix) for all x € m.
Introduction
Let m and c be the Banach spaces of all bounded and convergent sequences x = (x n ) with ||x|| = sup n |x n |. Let a be a one-to-one mapping of N, the set of positive integers, into itself. A continuous linear functional <f > on m is said to be an invariant mean or a a-mean if and only if (i) <j>(x) > 0 for all sequences x = (x n ) with non-negative terms, (ii) 0(e) = 1, where e = (1,1,1,...), ( iii) ^((^(n))) = <f>{x) for all x e m.
Throughout this paper we assume that a p (n) / n for n > 0 and p > 1, where a p (n) is the pth iterate of a at n. For such mappings, every cr-means extends the limit functional on c in the sence that <f>(x) = lima; for all x £ c, [8] . Consequently, c C V^, where V a is the set of bounded sequences all of whose a means are equal.
If cr(n) = n + l, then the <r-mean often called a Banach limit and the space V a is reduced to the space / of almost convergent sequences introduced by Lorentz in [5] . The space V a can be characterized (see [11] ) as: We say that a bounded sequence x is <r-convergent if and only if x € V a . We denote by Z a the subspace of V c consisting all of sequences that cr-convergent 826 H. Qo §kun, C. Qakan to zero. It is well-known that x 6 m if and only if (x CT ( n ) -x n ) 6 Z a and that V c = Z a ©Me, [10] . Let A = (a n k) be an infinite matrix of real numbers and x = (x n ) be a real sequence such that A n (x) = a nk x k exists for each n. Then the sequence Ax = (A n (x)) is called the A-transform of x. Throughout, will denote the summation from k = 1 to oo.
The matrix A is said to be a-regular if Ax G V a and lim x -a -lim Ax whenever x € c. If Ax 6 V a whenever x 6 m then A is said to be cr-coercive. We denote the class of all cr-regular and cr-coercive matrices by (c, V a ) Te g and (m, Va-), respectively. The following lemmas, due to Schaefer [11] , concerning the classes of u-regular and cr-coercive matrices are well-known: (2) p|| =sup^|a nfc | < oo,
is a-regular if and only if
a -lim a n k = 0 for each k,
matrix A is cr-coercive if and only if (2) holds, and
If A is cr-regular then it is cr-uniformly positive if and only if (8) lim^T] \a(n,= 1 uniformly in n, [6] .
p k Let Mo-be the set of all a-means <f>. If P is a sublinear functional on m then we write {m, P} to denote the set of all linear functionals <j> on m such that <fi(x) < P(x) for all x G m. We say that P generates a-means if {m, P} C M a and dominates u-means if M a c {m,P}. If P both generates and dominates cr-means, then {m, P} = M a and a-core of a bounded sequence x = (x^) is defined by the interval [-P(-x),P(x)], [6] . Recall that Knopp's core (or briefly K-core) and Banach core (or briefly B-core) of a bounded sequence x is defined to be the intervals
respectively, [9] . Concerning the K-core and cr-core, we have the following known result: 
Main results
If Ax G V a and fi -limx = a -lim Ax for all x G V^, then we write that A G (Vfj,, V^) reg . In this section, our purpose is to characterize the class (Vfi,Vcr) reg and determine a set of the matrices A in the class {V^,V a ) ieg satisfying the inequality q^(Ax) < q¡±{x) for all x G m. 
THEOREM 5. A G (V^,
V
Proof. Sufficiency.
Assume that A is a-regular and (9) holds. Define z = (zk) = ( x n(k) -x k) for x G m. Then it is well-known by [10] that z G Z^. On the other hand, 
we obtain from (9) that Az € Z a for all z G Z^. Now, if y G Vp with fi -limy = s, then there exists an element z in Z^ such that y = z + se (see [10] ). Hence, Ay = Az + sAe. Since Ae = a n k) and A is er-regular, the condition (4) Let A G (V^, V a ) reg . Then, the a-regularity of A follows from the fact that c C V^. Now, define the matrix B = (b n k) with b n k = a n ka n,n(k) f°r all n,k e N. Hence, we have from (11) that B(x fi^) ) £ K-; that is, B G (m, V a ) since Az G V a for all x G m. Therefore, the matrix B must satisfy the condition (6) with = 0, which give us (9).
• In the cases of fi(n) = n + 1 and <r(n) = n + 1 of Theorem 5, we respectively have the following results: Moreover, If cr(n) = fj,(n) for all n G N, Theorem 5 corresponds to the characterization of (V^,V^) reg -matrices, (see [7] ). In the special case <j(n) = n(n) = n + 1, Theorem 5 is also reduced to the characterization of /-regular matrices, (see [4] ).
We need the following lemma given by Das for the proof of next theorem: a(n,k,p) for all n,k,p G N, where a(n, k,p) defined by (7) . Then, since A G the conditions of Lemma 4 are satisfied. Therefore, there is a bounded sequence y such that ||y|| < 1 and (12) holds. Now, using the cr-regularity of A and (12) we have that 1 < lim inf sup y; |6 p fc(n)| p n fc < lim sup sup y |6 p fc(n)|
which yields (8).
• Sufficiency. Suppose that (8) holds. Then, since A is cr-regular, we get from Lemma 4 that,
On the other hand, we have
since -q a {-Az) = q a {Az) = 0 for all z G Z^. Now, combining (13) and (14), we obtain that q a {Ax) < w(x) for all x G m which completes the proof, since qn(x) = w{x). m From Theorem 9, we have: Finally, we should state that, in the case a(n) = /z(n) for all n G N, Theorem 9 corresponds to the Theorem 3 of [6]. In the special case a(n) = /i(n) = n + 1, Theorem 9 is also reduced to the Theorem 4 of Orhan, [9] .
